SOULS OF BLACK FOLK
SOULS OF BLACK FOLK

presented by the U.C.R. Black Students Union

PART I

The Creation.................. James W. Jackson
read by James Sweeny

The Negro Speaks of Rivers...... Langston Hughes
A Moment Please................ Samuel Allen
I, Too, Sing America.............. Langston Hughes
Untitled Poem...................... Al Celestine
read by Al Celestine

Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child
as sung by Della Dorsey

Operation Second Chance........... Fashion Show

* INTERMISSION *

* *

PART II

Mr. Jesse Wall of the Riverside City School District

The Shadow of Your Smile........ the Sandpiper
as sung by Phil Thomas
Sing a Simple Song
   as danced by Rhonda Leonard
   Veada Cleveland
   Myrna Leonard
   Karla Leonard

A Piece of Ground .................... Miriam Madeba
   as danced by Rhonda Leonard
   Karla Leonard

Born Free
Old Man River
People Get Ready
Cloud Nine
Impossible Dream
sung by "The Donnes"

New Images............................ Sandy Cox
For My People.......................... Margret Walker
read by Sandy Cox

Letters from Black Service Men in Viet Nam
read by Veada Cleveland

* * * * * * * * *

MASTERS OF CEREMONIES

Fred Smith

Pat Briggs   Rhonda Leonard
THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK

FEBRUARY 17—HUMANITIES 400
7-9 P.M.

Keynote Speaker: MR. JESSE WALL, Riverside City School District
Featuring AFRO Fashions from Operation 2nd Chance, Los Angeles
Also: a Portrayal of the Black Man through Music by the March Air Force Base Singers and Black Expression through Dance by UCR Students